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CHAPTER I

AUTOMATION: AN IDiA OR AN ii ,

Does it Seem like "only yesterday" since the end of Torld "ar II?

In point of time, it has been a decade. But in technological progress,

it has been a generation, -ethods and equipment that were the last word

in the early post-war years are already obsolete.

Beginning in January of 1955, Fortune Magazine commenced a series

of articles on the future of America to be presented in twelve consecutive

issues. r, David Sarnoff, Chairman of the 3o *rd, -;adio Corporation of

America launched the series with a presentation on "The Fabulous Future."

In this article he said:

This era of automation is upon us. electronic machines will not
only compute, remember, and file information—tasks they have already
taken on for business offices, banks, factories, and research labora-
tories—but they will perform more and more routine jobs now handled
by people, production especially will lean more heavily on electronics
in the immediat years head. A.itomtio equipment will take much of
the drudgery and spoilage our of manufacture. It .ill do the jobs of
selecting, testing, checking, and handling rar; materials and finished
products. The ^oods thus produced will then be stored and inventoried
electronically.

^

This ill cull for a change in products in some instances and a

change in methods of operation in most of tod:ys business organization.

One is inclined to immediately assume that the displacement of \vorkers

l"H»w to Profit From Technical Frogress," Duns Vteviaw and Aode rn
Industry , January, 1956, p. 37.

2>. The Fabulous Future," Fortune, January, 1955, p. 114
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will result in a situation of unemployment , but Mr. Garnoff feels that

such is not the case* The history c ican economy proves that changes

n progress and that eventually many new jobs will be created for every

job cancelled out.

In the same issue of Fortune, inJE o ; 03rni ttg s of

I ber P* Souther j who was then the President of the Congress of Industrial

Organizations is as follows?

In Re - . lore than insuring
-rkers a full year's 51 lary* Indicative of his thinking is the

i in t :

1 iteed iteed em-
sees . he loss of ."jobs - as

his chief pn , )d antaed ia he feels,
would he - way of the introduction v. . n in the
auto industry* Under the plan., Lons to compensation
funds re to r t are laid off J managements
inclination to invest in labor-saving machinery < :'j.i:iess turn-
downs Blight be tempered by tl e cost involved in additional unemploy-
ment benefits* iutommtion would be more likely to be introduced in
times of expanding business, su disruption of jobs.'-

alter 'euther was quoted by t shington Star as saying
'

welcome the potential benefits whieh automation can and should bring, but

we oppose t -o would introduce automation blindly and irresponsibly,

with no concern for any result except the achievement of the largest quick

profit for themselves, "5

vivid example ol act of automation con be shown by a

report in Fortune. 1 lneers in Bendix Aviation's Detroit I ories

developed a raaehi te to solv :
nic problem- - action of cams

for fuel-metering systems in J3t engines* The tool makes finished cams

from blueprints in two days. Formerly sue ta took two months to make*

5 Ibid .
4Ibid ., pp. 47-60*

^Washington Srening Star t
i ot % 17, 1955, p. A-6.
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Punched tape governs the operation of the "cam machine " which follows

specifications to within 0,001 inch. The tape is punched by an IB

machine that transfers information from punched cards, which themselves

carry blueprint specifications. The card punching requires skills that

can be taught to a high school graduate in three weeks; the metal blank

from which the cams will be made can be adjusted by any skilled machinist,

6

"Products & Processes, Fortune, January, 195G, p. 1( ,





CHAPTB . II

AUTOM* ! IS IT?

But now let us pause for a short while in order to examine this

seemingly monstrous word LTI . hat is it? What does it mean?

How did it oome into its present position of influential magnitude?

To thousands of people who do not know its meaning, automation

suggests a brand-new class of machines, different from any we have ever

had before, and so superior to man himself that they may rise like

Frankenstein's monster to destroy all. The word alone is enough to

provide dramatic depictations of wholly automatic factories where ogreish

machines with super-brains will grind out products completely void of

human endeavor. Automation has become a kind of modern bogey man with

which to frighten people.?

"Automation is a new word, actually a contraction of 'automatization,'

denoting both automatic operation and the establishment of an automatic

process and set-up. In the latter sense it includes such phases of

industrial activity as product and process redesign, the theory of

communication and control, the design of machinery and plant layout."

It is indeed a rare occasion for a day to pass ithout some

mention of automation in our daily newspapers or our weekly and monthly

^''Tomorrows Technology: Master or Servant?" The vianagement Review,
April, 19. ;,, . 210.

Sjohn Diebold, Automation (New York: D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc.,
1952), Condensed by Controllership Foundation, Inc., Hew "fori;, 1 4, p. 1.
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magazines. One would think that with such notoriety a better under-

standing of the word would be in strong evidence. Yet, John Diebold

tells us that exactly the opposite is happening

i

ion has been extravagantly heralded by some as the
threshold to a new Utopia in "which robots and * giant brains' do

all the work while human drones recline in pneumatic bliss. This
is dangerous nonsense. At the other extreme, black pessimists
have pictured automation as a Fifth Horseman of the Apocalypse, an
agent of doom leaving mass unemployment and degradation of the
human spirit in its wake* This, too, is as unrealistic as to
think of airplanes only as 'things that nay crash, '"9

Automation is the development of ingenious control mechanisms,

such as the electric eye, mechanical brains, and other intricate

electronic and radiation devices, which can disect and control the

operations of machines. One way of defining automation is to say th

it is a means of organizing or controlling production processes to

achieve optimum use of all production resources—mechanical, material,

and human. ^ The concern of automation is with the production process

as a system, and a subsequent consideration of each element as part of

the system. In planning for automation primary attention is directed

toward the system, and the task of integrating the separate elements into

the system. The whole problem of production is approached anew—even

the product in reappraised in terms of its function and the functions

of the machines that handle it •
•*

''.'alter S, Buckingham Jr., Associate Professor, Georgia Institute

of Technology explains automation as a term embodied by four major

''' hat is Automation?" Colliers, Mar, 1G, 1956, p. S8 #

lOu.S, Congress, .Joint Committee on. the Jconcmic Report
Subcommittee on economic Stabilization, Hearings, Automation and
Teohno logical Chang

e

, 84th Gong., 1st Sess., I'.'bb, p. a.

Urbid., p. 15,





principles—mechanization, feedback, continuous process and rational-

lyization. From these four principles he defines automation as any

continuous and integrated operation of a rationalization production

system which uses electronic or other equipment to regulate and coord-

inate the quality and quantity of production* " aisation is, of

course, the use of machines to perform v;ork. Feedback is a concept of

control thereby the input of machines is regulated by the machines own

output so that the output meets the conditions of a preset objective.

Continuous process is the concept of business enterprise as an endless

process and not one that can be started and stopped randomlyj the

regulation of a constant flov; of goods has become a m~;jor concern of

management, B^tionalization is the analysis of the entire process from

raw material to finished product so that every operation can be designed

to contribute in the optimum of efficiency toward the desired end,

, J, J, Davis, Vice President of Manufacturing, Ford Motor Co.,

views automation at Ford as "the automatic handling of parts between

progressive production processes," It is the result of nothing more

than better planning, improved tooling, and the application of more

effecient manufacturing methods .vhich take full advantage of the progress

made by the machine-tool and equipment industries .14

Definitions pertaining to automation appear to be somevrhat parallel

to the "dime a dozen" classification, Everyone seems to have a slightly

varied impression of just what the term encompasses. In fact, the Society

for Advancement of Management published an automation dictionary consisting

of ninety-six definitions ascribed to various terms generally associated

i^Ibid., p. 31. l3 Ibid. s p. 32. 14 Ibid., pp. 53-54.





with the werd« Automation is define "the modern-day engineer's

word for the state of being automatic, .'.nee referred to machine tool

applications, but has come to mean the aet or method of making a

manufacturing, or processing, system partially or fully automatic*"-^

jtor P, Reutherj in testifying before the Congressional Hearing

on Automation and Technological C ige, pi jnted his idea that automation

was a technique by which whole bat Lories of machines, in some cases almost

whole factories and offices, could be operated according to predetermined

automatic controls. The raw material is automatically fed in, the machine

automatically processes it, the product is automatically taken away, often

to be fed automatically into still another machine that carries it auto-

matically through a further process. i0

The nature of automation can probably be characterized by three

simple statements: First, the concept of automation is a walding together

of production steps. It is viewing the process as closed and integrated

systems, Secondly, it is incredibly complex, being easily within the

half dozen most advanced technologies of our time. Basically it deals

with the transmission and use of information for purposes of machine

control and optimizing production. The third point is that it has

widespread application. It can be applied to many types of businesses

and industries* 3-7

The term 'automation" according to Time first described the

automatic transfer of auto parts from one metalworking machine to 1

next. But itc moaning has broadened as fast as its a
:

bion,

-^"Automation Dictionary',1 Advanced management , <~
Tuly, 1955, p« 30,

16Pearings, op, cit,, p. 98, l^He irings, op, cit,, pp. 3-9 •
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few purists still claim that it should be applied only to completely

automatic machines th t feed back into themselves, reports of how they

are doing, and correct themselves if nocessary. But most businessmen

lump under automation all automatic machines and pr< -s Including

the giant tools fehet follow directions punched on a ipe, huge computers

that make thousanda of intricate mathematical calculations in a fraction

of a second, gauges that check fractions of a hair breadth with a tiny

bean of light, 18

^Tiaei Mar* 19, 1956, p. 98.





Ill

Automation is not idea* In 1784 an entirely automatic,

continuous process flour trill wae built, o human labor was required

from the time the grain vas received at ill until it had been

processed into finished flour. In 1801 an automatic loom controlled

by punched paper cards similar to those used in modern office equipment,

was exhibited. In 183 :< unglamorous process of bisquit making had

been mechanized in the British Navy* * Nearly three centuries ago an

inventor in Danzig built a loom that oould weave six webs at once.^

Automatic control is as old as the industrial revolution, for the

decisive new feature of Watt's steam engine was fio valve

control, including spend control by a "governor." ** Self*regulating

mechanisms v:e v-e used by the early Dutch to keep their ill? facing

into the wind, and by the Romans In float-control valves***

For years the railroad Industry • Manufacturers of signaling

devices have thought of railroad signaling as a system of control

engineering; and this dates back to the inception or invention of the

track circuit as early as 1372. '^ Mr, If* A. green* Pros ident,

National machine Tool Builders' Association state! in the Joint Committee

xyDiebold, loo, elt« " Management Review, April, 1955, loc. cit .

^ lf, Gan .'e Survive Technology?" Fortune , June, 1955, p. 107.

22Hearings, loc. cit. 23 Ibid., p. 543,
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Hearings on Automation and Technological Change 'Actually, machine-tool e

engineers do not talk about automation. They have actually been building

automatic devices into machine tools for fifty years. The naturally

take pride in their most reeenl . iplishments, but they repeated them.

They do not regard automation as hing entirely and unforeseen. 24

Back in the the Civil r.r when 3a t i »re first

developed
f bhe < r.t by

hard in order to mal ; utside c ..

.

ma de-

veloped or which two or more c , nri cede be

out re:.; fc] ieoe froi , s bhe industry

se automatical sition to

position ible to perfor? bo fifteen

operation! o • aaaohin bhc b and#25

rfining has been on a continuous^low or automatic basis for

over thirty yean. mufacturing h a 1 en >veloped for

n a number of other processing industries* The go tinuous-

flo .
[ue has become andard method cf produ . , of certain

ohen | some ki^:
1

:; of , and for the refining of ores. The

production of cigarettes is an almost wholly automatic process. The dial

system of telephone calls is an example of automation I &s been with

us for Lie* ballation

of dial tele In 192 .^6

3 in retail^ ry. V-.
I i ©nines

for selling merchandise date back for quit . tmber of years. The future

for automatic selling could be a tremendous development and a revolution

in the selling phase of modern business. The "ashington Tost and Times

**Ibid„ p. 591. Ibid. Chid., p. 400.
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•aid reported that we may have some pleasant surprises in our future

. result of automatic vending. Robot coin-operated restaurants,

coking hot mala ' sattei of seconds j automat groceries in apartment

houses, dirpete - rved "by atomic radiation] vending Store-

ys'?

fronts hlch Trill serve ij i a regular store hours.

All oi & many more have, of ootrse, bc^.a associated to a

promotional dorioe called the push-button a^e, and -ly

jokingly b * bruth of

the matter is tlj ly but surely approaching a push-button

existence - and I'm not so certain th '.. r
. aa

J-
'

:

' toa vital mod «.ith

automation today wA Lte !

. Ing fu'. , tan the horn* „d

other "elbow-rubbing" asp: etc- o sryday exia lq esc o the tentacles

of progress?

ashington Post & lime8 Herald, Got* IS, 1951, p.





CHAPTER IV

EATIOIi OFFICE UTOPIA?

undoubtedly one of the most fertile fields available for the

proponents of automation evidences itself in the mass of paper, reports,

and accounting records that not only bogs d , but at times, seemingly

inactivates many large enterprises. ith the rapid increase of clerioal

office workers to a size unthought of a decade ago, office automation

appears on the norizon as a ohivalrous knight in shining armour (with a

few cams, wheels, cogs, and transistors tossed in for modernization).

The increase of clerical personnel over production personnel since the

turn of the century has been in the ratio of two and one-half to one .28

Until recently the development of machines to lighten the white

collar worker's load has been overshadowed by the development of devices

to relieve man's back, instead of freeing his mind from the throes

monotonous drudgery. 29 The typewriter, adding machine, punched card

equipment, and other office devices 'hioh are bow as common as the zip er

on todays clothing, are a few of these p st evelopments.

e can confidently expect that advances in automation in the

office field will make it possible to supply types of information which

have long been needed but which could not be economically provided.

Experiences here may be likened somewhat to that when punched card

lj8F. A. Lamperti and J. B. Thurston, Internal Auditing for :.anage-

ment, (;
Tew York: i'rentice-hall, Inc., 1953), p. 3.

^Hearings, op. cit., p. 79.
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equipment was introduced. The transistor, the magnetic core, and the

vacuum tube will undoubtedly reduce the work of many large sc le clerical

positions,*^ There is every reason to believe that the development of

cheap and versatile electronic data-processing maohinea /ill not be

acoompanied by a major reduotio :, If any, in tmber of office jobs*

The development and iv}trodaeti';n of punched oard c ila ion and accounting

methods has not displaced people* la 1, the lower jo^'c-s and increased

possibilities for timely iaf has aside It ible to ataet more of

demands for increased faets bo g o isions , .'loan business-

men and governments, wise, the result of bhia along with other

factors has been an increase in the proportion of the labor force in

clerical occupations from abo b in 19 (Its per cent

in 1^50. 5i

Office automation, ;. 1 use of the high speed capabilities of

electronic data-processing machines, will re ocx.aidcrably the massive

paper-handling and processing problems of the Nation's businesses and

offices, ** in addition to this there ill also b ise in

productivity and quality control.

It is highly apropos at this time to take a look at bhis tool

of autosatlon, ; ;he autevatie data-prooessing system. It aan proaei

data for statistical tables, payroll computations, inre -as,

accounting data, information on insurance payments and many other of the

like, too numerous to mention, Pajor characteristics of the data-pro-

cessing system are:

50Ibid. 51Ibid, !Ibi ., p, 533,
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1. It is automatic and self-sequencing—this means that it can

carry out long and varied sequences of operation without the need for

human intervention.

2. It operates at high speed--two numbers ten dibits long can

be ad; ed together in a few ten-thousands of a second. It should soon be

possible to build machines capable of adding or subtracting ten-digit

numbers at a rate of 100,000 times a second. This high speed character-

istic can be translated into great savings of time and cost,

3. It has a "machine language" consisting of patterns of elec-

trical signals that can be used as code symbols for numbers and letters

of the alphabet. Since it is able to communicate by means electrical

signals, it is able to translate information from (a) the hole-no hole

code patterns on punched cards or teletype tape, (b) from impulses

originating in modified typewriter keyboards, and (c) from records made

on magnetic tape or wire.

4. It is able to receive or transmit information automatically

over any desired distance.

5. It is ablo to make certain elementary yes or no decisions

and to follow different courses of action in accordance with these decisions.

In processing records of checks that have jeen issued and cashed, it can

be directed to compare the serial number of each check as it is processed

against the serial numbers for checks against which a stop payment has

been placed. hen the check is located the machine will deviate from the

routine .ction.

6. It provides for large-capacity data storage and for high speed

selection and retrieval of information so stored.
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Ml of the above characteristics give the data processing system

unusual adaptability to a wide variety of conditions affecting the way

data originates, how it is handled, communication of data from place to

place, and processing to provide a variety of records and reports neces-

sary to effective management .° 3

The system providing the versatility and adaptability as enum-

erated above consists of four principle parts which should be mentioned

and briefly explained in order to acquire a semblance of or smattering

of knowledge concerning the "what" and "how" aspect of the system.

The first tco, input and output devices, are very closely related.

They include equipment to read and punch paper tape or punched cards or

to produce a printed gage as well as magnetic tapes. The magnetic tape

is normally a ribbon of metal or plastic with oxide layer that can be

magnetized for the encoding of information. ost computer tapes are

about one-half inch wide and can store 200 characters to the linear inch

—

this means that a seven inch diameter reel can store information equiv-

alent to that which could be recorded on about 200,000 punched cards .34

Reading or writing to and from these tapes proceeds at a rate of about

1,500 ten-c aracter words each second. ^5 These vords can be read auto-

matically from any distance over which it is practical to transmit

electrical signals through wires, cables, radio or other communication

media. In this respect it is quite possible for the next decade to

see breakthroughs in automatic processing and transmission of vital

business data beyond the imagination of management today. One company

3 5 Ibid ., passim , p. 588. 34I^» 5 5Ibid ., p. 589.

36Ibid.
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plans a data processing center in a part of the country where it has

no manufacturing operation, to function as the hub of a vast network,

assimilate information and then return it in analyzable form to the

plants, central executive and district offices #*" mother possibility

seen for large oompanies is to set up sub-collection points at strategic

locations all over the United States. Information from regional plants

and sales offices ./ould be transmitted to these subcenters, and automat-

ically be converted to data language on a computer medium. , uch diverse

information such as inventory, production and payroll data would be con-

solidated and classified at the subcenter prior to transmittal to the

main data processing center. Then at the main center, the data ;ould

be completely assimilated and in an incredibly short time, concise reports

would be on executives desks.
"

Internal storage on memory constitutes the third principle.

Space is provided for about 1,000 to 4,000 ten-character units of infor-

mation, including both the instructions to the machine syr;tom aid che

data to be worked on, at one time. 39

The fourth principle, the arithmetic-logical unit, is built up

of circuiting that accomplishes the deserved switching and counting

functions necessary to select and read information to and from the input-

output units and to earry out the operations of addition, subtraction,

multiplication, division, comparison and the like. ^

Although the present trend ap >e rs to be completely obsessed b ;

the magic of automation, man?/ firms :.re proceeding slov^ly, step by step,

;/j7"The Fitful Beginnings of Office Automation," The management
Review , Feb. 1?56, p. 12G.

"

38Ibid. 69 Hearings, op. cit., p. 589. 40Ibid.
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system by system. Rockwell &&anufaeturlng Company has used order

processing in a single division as one of bheir positive steps and

found that it iraa possible to process an order in one day rather than

the week previously required.** The Budd Com:- ill delphia

begun te integrate its syetema, I >elrable and

billing* m& 3omp
y

:
s stem oomputera

. -.0.: ,"
.

"./.' lison

;Oj 3 lljb itilizing a: '. billing*

;
counts

'
'

, , . ar, Illin i
I ly

,ta
.

payroll, a .lea records,

air costs, inventc irta, 3y

January 1 ict to 1 invoicing m . .

,n lnd ovu et on paper . ork b3 Aon over

oa; ly and' ratood 1 conation

pl< r tlize the manu-

faeturera ef aaa equip;-: !, ,i iustry.46

aurehat - bub are

1 roil] » cea foi froa about

> C.

riewj _ , cit ., .. 3 n . Ibid. [bid ., p. 128,

r* G ... j | ison,
bef

c

, vy Graduate Com] brol

45L.
, £•

Staley . B i/tur, Illinois, ai • 15, 1956.

*6 fl biont Liberator of Labor, !l

The gement - w,

i .

47
. i

4
:.
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The wire services appear to have an invaluable role in future

office automation* Through advantageous useage of private wire faciliti ;s

it will be possible to integrate functions and operations of every office,

factory and branch of the business organization, regardless of geographic

location. This would give o be, centralized and up-to-the-minute

control of all information deemed essential to any profitable operation.

The heart of such telegraphic communications • s to be perforated

tape. It provides a "common Ian,'
! that can be read by electronic

computers and other modern machines. Once the information is placed on

perforated tape, no further manual copying or retyping is necessary.

The information la transmitted, edited, sorted, routed, duplicated, and

stored—"all i tooording to a predetermined plan. x °

nagement and employees are beginning to realize that office

automation i* wonderful thing but does not constitute a curo-9.11. The

human faotor in business not only remains but the dependence upon human

skills and abilities in :';omated office '.-ill he greater in the future

than in the pastr There will undoubtedly bo -roater opportunities for

office workers under an automated system for they will perform a greater

portion of "brainwork, ' being relieved of drudgery and purely routine

work, thus becoming an integrated part of management itself.'*®

It ap ears as though one of the ma.lor areas of confusion and

lack of understanding in the big switch to automation in the offices of

private industry emanates from the fact that the old school general

accountant, whether he is a olork or Vice I resident, is not trained to

^Duns eview and odern Industry, October, 1955, pp. 6-67.

49,1 '.utomatior and the White Collar Worker: Fact vs. Fantasy,"
The Management Review, pril, 1956, p. 386
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understand the problems or limitations of the data-processing system,

sent must re-think and re-train in this area to the utmost degree.

An accountant cannot afford bo be a passive onlook bhe scene

from the hit production "Automation*" .'-vole- is field are of

considerable impor - Prom bwo rather important viewpoints,

First* as an analyst and interpreter of - - ., h i should be

vitally interested in - of the tools used in producing the

data he subjects to critical review an . Secondly, as an

auditorg he should be quite seriously concerned with the possible impact

the use of these new tools mig »ols with which he has

been accustomed to have financial transaction i.

Electronic data»processing equ t, if properly and skill-

fully, should undoubtedly open up new end fertile fields for accountants.

Business information will ] 3 bhe ej • speed without

human intervention, Xeotronio machines -ailing

hods of process: 1
- ding information to a : rat, the same

need for control, nd probably the of control will continue

to exist. The use of electronic equipment will facilitate ma ant

deoision*making by faster processing of and LI] ider possible

the use of advanced mathematioal techniques in the operations of business,

It is along these linos that the role of the accountant is most likely to

change, with mathematics and s tics assu:. -eater importance in

busine s8 pre; lur •
"^

50"How '.'/ill Business Electronics iffact the Auditor 'a ;,
rork"?

The Journal of \c countancy, July, 195-1, p, 44,
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on the term automation first gained a firm grip on the thinking

of the nation's labor leaders and top management of Industry* there wore

many controversial discussions and clamours concerning the future of the

nations labor force. There x/orc tho:;e who foresaw labors future as a

drab black prospect associated with bread and soup linos,

depicted a bright gay future of more pay, less working ho <rs and no

leisure time a ray from the noise and hub-dub of the facto/- ,

eve'", there seems to be general harmony in the thought that

automation is essential to the dynamic progress of . nations economy

and the continuance of the days standard of living* John » Lttenho

writing for The Controllers Institute says H lutomation is force

in our economy today. "^^ Benjamin F, Fairless in a sp tefore the

Greater Johnston, innsylvUi »r of Commerce said "There is not

new about automation except the word itself, it is only another little

step in the slow and plodding progress of man toward a rieher. Pull

life and a bettor, freer world, "52 \r. Fairless further pursued the

thought in paying that the only way we can hope to achieve the ful

sure of employment and a higher standard of living is

~

l " refit Plaoni he Contro ller, *\y»

1956, p. • .
"

52"Tomorrow's Technology* * et

Review, April, 2 >56j • 10,
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widest use of new and better machines. 53 He brought his remarks to a

close with the reminder that "the day that o ir economy stops growing and

changing is the ay that our nation trill have started to die,^

Walter Reuthor feels automation can. bring a four-d a y work v.-eek,

longer vacation periods, and opportunities for early retirement, as well

as a vast increase in our material standards of ' ;.55 Robert C. Tait,

President of "tr mberg-Carlson Company feels th it
''

^ly need

automation to maintain cur standard of livi ih of our

population increase.

"

^

Control ringi in order to discover labo bit le toward

automation^ surveyed most of the nations important labor 3 • • Follow-

ing are >
r of the most significant a bst

Lne Worker

a

- We deoided it is better to have a half a nil.'ion men
working in the industry at good wages and a high standard of living
than it is to hi

r a millj 'king ion • • •

anything that man can do to take slavery out of the daily toil of the
human being is a ooe ril 'd irapr race,

Auto Workers - * . . want to foro< atomobile rs not to
introduce new machinery in slack periods, when it would cause unemployment,

Machinists - . • • machinists muke the machines and are anything but
unhappy about the trend toward •

. # . unions will
pick up maintenance jobs where they lose production workers.

Packinghouse Workers - i resident Don Uahon fe-rs that new labor-saving
machinery wrobfc" sccitO haroe* He sees the ossibility of all workers
being reduced to the s me pay level, which would destroy the incentive
for personal improvement. When higher paying -xist,
the greatest single factor resulting in the independent and a >; ressive
nature of the American worker will hove aated.

53 Ibid., p. 211, 54Ibid ., p. 212.

shington Evening Star , Get. 17, 1955, p. A-6.

..shington Post & Times Herald, Oct. 19, 1955, p. 17.
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Offie as - ... is not concerned about so called labor-saving
devices • I T'attitade is that irhere two employees are let out for a

machine, two others are needed to car for it.

Oil Workers - It is inherently good to get nor ith less

TaboFi This good can be translated into terms of a greater abundance
of goods for everyone, less drudgery for vr .v, short h *rs of
work, and a generally higher and mere comfortable standard of living,

letrioal orkers - Lets look at it sensibly, Why should we oppose

cost reduetion as a principle 1

? aderstand the faeta of life in
this mass-production society, e think it is elementary that the
social r, . ic development i -hand ha tech-
nological development • . . our attitudes should be to welcome these
develc bs but to insist t] it ' be ' distribated equally
among the workers, the owners, and the public, 57

In order to take a good common sense look at the effects of auto-

mation on labor, we must restrain our emotional traits and view the sit-

uation broadly, bxpansion and more efficient methods of operating spell

increased production. Increased production necessarily spells the blos-

soming of employment, from the supplies of raw material, the producer of

the finished product, the transporter, and the distributor. The critics

of automation in industry are much too prone to expand their thoughts

and sights from the obvious narrow-gauge track upon which they are operating,

The opponents of techno logical progress cry "mass unemployment" when they

hear of a new process that has displaced a number of workers. This in a

sense parallels the ostrich ith his head buried in the sans. The economics

of automation are not quite that simple. If these loud voices would take

into account not only the increase in indirect labor, bat Jgo b e increase

in employment made possible by expanding and more efficient production,

their voices might incline to drop a bit, although the labor required per

unit of output declines, more workers will be needed to supply the increased

^ '"Union I ra Look at Automation, " tent 'eview , op, pit ,,

;.. 121-222,
"
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output demanded in an automated economy.

Automation has created new jobs even before its machines have

ed out old jobs, .est people are ?ware that technological progress

always creates more jobs eventually than it destroys. The big wrry is

the time lag* or thi period during which men have no no v , between old

jobs and th Sue] deli in existence during the first indust-

rial revolution, however, ' ion doesn't ap ear to have any basis

for id in the pres brend to automation, as a strong

'-ressing their point, one new industry has already evidenced

itself in America, i °o^e than li,000 companies engaged either

wholly j, ly in the manufacture of nation equipment* Their aggra-

:: output in 1955 totaled more t -,500,000,000 and the industry is

one of the Pastes'. Lng in Am rica."-'"

Tod stive labor force is 41 per cent of the total popu-

lation and, - for wai years, it has bean 41 per cent for the past

thirtj vr -.59 vi „, ^ P . ro project this ide to 1975 wo would

r force of 90 Till inn or 41 per cent of 220 million population,

rever, takiu Into account eoonomic patterns and age distribution the

•""

] ] be substantially reduced to about 36 million

or i . from the present 64 million. This figure could be as

as 75 ' Lion* Project our labor needs to 1S75, 78 to 86 million

•:; rill not be paotlgh unless more automation than we can now fore-

,
,: £.q .. wor]j v.o ^60

•""^Colliers, op, cit,, p, 42,

59 m
Hfhat utomation Means to America, The Management Review,

November, 1955, p. 775.

60ibid.
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Cur standard of lit Increase b the rate of 2»65

per sent '. a coni Lnuation of

as our minimi to! stive* By 1975 ill have roduot

of :S58 pj 11: a,
'

j I
-. 10,150 a '

I

of goods aj
'

:
i

'
'• Lllion worken

- - • ._..• . . _; |

I al t •- " "
'

'

'

"
1 of

liv'

. . , U, S, i
Lly installed i

;i B .chines

to produce everything from auto engine blocks to electronic printed
circuits. To make earl lj Lde, Liquid C boni rj ration spent
$1*5 million for a new completely automatic plant in Oakland, California,
in which two highl; killed i as formerly
turned out by fifty men. At the start of 1955, such automated factories

ire a gr
:1

..

^
i 1 boi 3 ' rg, *©d wide~spread un-

employment. But as they took a harder look at automation, the fears
fide. If \ - .

' " spending* as
everyone expects, the great problem will be a continuing labor shoatage a"£

Automatic devices have speeded up the consumption of new products

and have benefited labor with a shorter work week and higher pay. In th

canning industry the time to cook corn for canning has been reduced from

thirty-veven to seventeen minutes due to technological advances and change, 63

Power-driven machinery is perhaps one of the most obvious of all

the factors that contribute to increased production capacity, Workers

who have the assistance of such aids can produce more than workers who

have only hand tools and human power* The operator of a huge power shovel

"*Ibid« (See remainder of artiole for more si ttistics on labor
shorta ge in 197 ! .

62Time, Jan. 9, 1956, p. 79.

ature by Or. Howard Stier, ""irectcr of Statistics, American
icrs Assoc, before •' late Comptrollership class, Fe%, 16, 1956,
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BdTe mor '
:

" ''' ip
:

i ire o tie man

'

:
rer shore] nt of lirt moved per

P#64

sliev< hat ii stead of adv« iffeeting

3 '• - has
, t the le time

i I easier hey d b sh« hensIon th

incro; sed use of Loi Lpraent may thj sople out

fcor n
t) aee omy, Without n in the

steel, ohesdoal ;, pc I processing bries there

ly Id not ' nc ;t of t 1 '

• duets •L " fill ur ne is, jod oer«*

tainly not ' oould afford - . The growth of on

should 3 -•

'-
'

| jhift Df amployment, shift compar-

able to ' -

.ios j.nt0 Qe jrewing ;ries.

The m t
' jnifieant feature o^ any ~ l-^t la that imach of it will be from

3 1-bor *° •' skilled, better paid, safer and mere interesting

jobs*65

To bring this discussion on labor and automation to a close, 1

shall •. -Iter Reutl '\-n s subject

matter. Br, 'Luther and a
'

•• 70rr|i s a ,ito-

bed engin lant in Cleveland, la walked pint huge e If-operating

toole t bored cylinder holes, positioned connecting rods and helted

do-Ti monifolds, the ?ord Vio »sident -; .-krM< "v ^, '- ,v
3 not one of

these machine: pi •: dues to the U.A.W," R : ?lied: "And not one

of them buya c Ford e rS| »ither« w

'-Philip ernette, The Future of American xrosparity, (New York:
The sMillan Co., 1955,)p»TT;

65-Hearings j op, olt«, p, 58,
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A short while after mechanized artillery was introduced into the

British ground forces, a group of visiting irmy persons were observing

and studying the new techniques. Thile watching several of the units

firing in accordance with the new mechanized equipment system, the group

noticed that each unit had one soldier standing alone several yards to

the rear of the artillery. 'This lad seemingly appeared to be firmly

holding something with both hands. " !hen the group questioned their

escort concerning the role of the soldier in relation to the rest of the

unit, they received the following answer ''Oh yes, well you see, under

the old system he always held the reins of the horses while the guns

were fired and now that we are mechanized we haven't been able to find

another position for him, "66

vlthough this story may seem somewhat ridiculous it nevertheless

points out one of the many top management problem areas brought about by

the onslaught of automation in business, both in clerical and production.

It is rather obvious that management must plan and re-plan, think and re-

think, and q;.ite carefully consider eery possible problem and complicating

feature possible prior to making the big leap into automation as it is

presently known. . anagement ' s decision today no longer concerns whether

or not to automize, for automation has become basic to meet competition in

every field. The successful management and competitors are those who plan

66prof. Carl Clewlon, lecture before :;avy Graduate Comptrollership
CI ass, Geo. Washington Jniv., Feb. 16, 1956.
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their automation.

Top management interest and support is needed even in the mutual

research phases of planning and installing an integrated data-processing

system, according to a recent Ccmtrollership Foundation report, which

analyses the experience of the Port of Now York Authority in conducting

such a system analysis. The program was instituted to review the account-

ing and control requirements involved and to establish procedures to

assure the most effective use of the new equipment in the system installed.

Although the research pertains only to the data-processing system, it is

indicative of the planning and thinking required b management. Some

basic lessons derived from this particular research program are:

1. He search and planning must have the support of top management,

and one or more key executives must acquire a knowledge of basic facts

about electronic data-processing,

2. The object and scope of the research program must be clearly

defined.

• responsibility for the program should be firmly established,

and adequate authority, staff and resources as si -nod,

4. The personnel for basic research and planning should be care-

fully selected.

5. The program should not move too fast in any specific direction

initially.

6. The first objective should be to re-phrase the company's

accounting needs in terms of processes and data requirements.

7. Requirements should be flexible to give the company a wider

range of choice based on the gains expected from the new system.
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i m the pro-installation phase, the ncos of other

companies can provide many valid short cuts .67

.1 fcoa on oho •.'•-. o erful

instrument or tool in » 11 determine ier

some manufacturers ; to exist, In bhis re-

»"fci *ee of - curing pro-

cess will by the profits t rer a

period of ie»^°

.26 Of .•
,

or the size of the fun no , next

fc# or , i s vi
i '...

in the ehange»OYer« iphai ay 3 o iditions of sxees-

siv< - ;torieo, high rv. or inadequate capacities*

Comprehensive plam grating
;

: , finanoe

programs with manufacturing is the keynote of .fits from auto-

mation, :

:
>

t the bo hieh any enter-

prise ada »ti he automation approach is upon the

maximum prof i

1 for riod of time. It is

a result of determine s combination

of manufac pro

lowest total price. I ly to look at the brea rofits

realized by the leaders of ; bive years

to understand the
|

r< Lt potential afforded
"
%

I ion

to Detroit*

,u:emen'. •-ovj ril, 19S6, p. 286.

G8The Controller , op. sit*, p. '

!,

69Ifeid,
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Dr. Vannevar Bush, President, Carnegie Institution of Washington

in his testimony before the Congressional Hearings on Automation and

Technological Change stressed several points applicable to management

thinking and planning on the problem of whether to or not to turn to auto-

mation. To lower costs of production would naturally be a strong objective.

Another is the increase in reliability of the product, process or system.

jhinery always does as it is told to do whereas a human operator often

makes mistakes, also find that after the installation of automation

a given industrial production operation experiences a decrease in flex-

ibility, and thus, increases the costs of a eh n.-.e-over. In this respect,

it would s sis, bhen, fch b as the larger companies increase their own

rigidity, they open opportunities for smaller companies to operate by

reason of their flexibility. Dr« 8 feels this is a very important

point "for I have long felt that our primary reliance against undue con-

centration of industry in this country lies in the continued advent of

a new small., essivs industrial units." Automation may lead to in-

creased size and relative proportion of production of large units, it

also has important effects in the other direction.

^

The Lester- 3, Knight and Associates, a management consultant

firm, in a statement submitted to the Subcommittee Hearings, outlined

the basic economic conditions which compel the rise of automation. They

listed three conditions: first, the growth in purchasing power* which

has, of course, increased the size of the market; second, the development

of operating problems saamating from the increased volume] and third, the

forced reexamination of eld products and processes in order to survive

'^Hearings, op. eit . , pp. 14-615.
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as a result of the development of new products and processes. They fur-

ther obs rved th^t management becomes interested in automation and it

becomes feasible only when one or more of three conditions exist. One,

when the current capacity for a product or service is exceeded by present

and forecast demand: two t the overtaxing of present methods of accomplish-

ing work; and three, /hen sales volume is notably affected by competition. ft

Under these conditions management must . otion leading to continued

business success* or face the possibility of a crumbling retardation,

Co Ltion, as we have seen, fores.- ! ion from bhe manage*

ment standpoint, A business manager must use every resource at his dis-

posal to keep up the volume of goods sold b : his establishment. For

every item he produces from the market, he has competitors a plenty, so

his most serious and difficult problem is how to keep bhe customer coming

in the door. He must offer the product at an attractive price, with the

best quality he can ap] lj it this price--and hope that he can keep selli

more. He must keep his prices as low as possible by introd <civ; cever

methods or practices he can, Business survival makes it nee y to re-

duce costs by increasing production effeoiency. This is where automation

steps on the stape. Increased productivity at lower costs will enable

the manager to meet old and new progressive competition in m adequate

manner,

a simple vie-: again comes from the hearings . If marketing shows

that b reducing prioes ahe volume of products sold can be raised, and

the fellow with fewer dollars to spend can be reached, then the management

begins working on costs, in the search for oost reduction methods, they

turn to automation, 7 '

71 Ibid,, p, 637. 72Ibid. # p. 372.
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-. J, J, Nance* President of Studebaker Packard Corporation

feels that automation does not present a major problem for the small

producer in the automotive industry since, in his opinion, a relatively

mall volume producer in an industry as large as the automobile can use

automation effectively. The | roblem of the smaller producer is to secure

and maintain the sales volume needed to permit enjoyment of the advantages

of automation and to ores be the earnings necessary to make the capital

7^
investments required for the purchase of automatic facilities. '*

To further amplify the point that increased competition and the

desire to keep costs down have led to automation and increased produc-

tivity to would be possible to cite many examples of various industrial

activities. However f we certainly should not lose sight of the fact

it there must be a market for the product. So much money Is invested

in the automation tool that the plant manager must keep it at work for

automation is most profitable at full production. The Standard. Pressed

Steel Company of Jenkintown, rannsylvania installed a ,140,000 automated

furnace in its bolt factory* The furnace could be operated by one man

instead of five. It boasted production 133 per co-it, but unless it kept

74-
running continually it was not profitable,

have seen what factors tend to compel automation and the

conditions which should exist prior to the final investments* Now it

is time to determine whether or not management should make the temendous

investment necessary for automation. The Management Review lists six

factors that should be considered and investigated before any attempt is

made to set up an automation programs

73 Ibid., p. 417. 74Time, -ar. 19, 1956, p. 98.
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"1. Analyse plant and building . . • the build J lid in any
\M9 "be suit it-line production and should permit to

vo: tion that is anticipat. • o and
beyond. , . .

lalyn troduotion . • • evei Fort should bo made to ks

•o3u"
' Te and .'•.••

quail**

fioatlons and capabilities of the working force, ho the workers
can be adapted to or trained .

..

portant—the attitude of workers ana anions toward .."on.

>es for auto*
ma 1 ad to Q its advt ,.11 fit into
the pi , and how they will benefit from L . ram, , . »

4, toalys

5, ith
shoTIo^'Te'inac^oar'over bhe past year. trtieular reference to

raifaet is,

Leli sen bo a major souroe of Ital for as on devele -

merit program, . . ,

. nsJ - >ur fut ire, oan or- .." . tny

ion pro IThout carefully c aether demand for
st is likely -.ether ate

oducts may be expected to provide new c I
oion, or p .he

product may just natural] o • I be»°7

For management, then, it eojs bo said tl

problem of adapting to » acepts tods of

•oateepts and methods that require a complete of the p.

as well on, of ' o pro' mu'^ trial

automation brini ttions. In osan^ a

redesign of produeto, prooei is, and be accomplished

in order to ha v
. a. In . .to do this m

it 'rethink" them all. 77

. ^"Sla . ruling," b ;
; o it

August, 1S55, p. 74. °

' ^Colliers , op, cit,, p. 38.

''Hearings, op cit., p. 17.
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v, ielvin L« i ti »j ho Senior Consultant , Operations Research

and Synthesis Consulting Service cf Gen. Jectric lists four potential

advantages of automation for management which provides a we 11-balanced

conclusion for I feer. They aj

"1, In '

. totivity^ Li -
'

' a a oov ;iro market
and an~fmpoTtanT"TacTor~T5'r the future of the wide predictions of

shortages of labor eo to become ;nor" Of ality*

2 • Uniform riuality .

. Bettor control of the flov; of production , as a r of rigid
mechanical sequencing to' which human judgment or whim may only be

lied at bhe input end or to the -.hole s. i

4. "educed running costs, which come as a consequence of the other
facTors above. ''78""

78 "Decicion Slaking in the Ago of -r,'' '-' siness
Review, Se t.-Oct., 1955, p. 52.
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itoraation is progressing quite rapidly in government as well

as in private industry. The sane problem pertaining to manpower, plan-

ning, rethinking, and capital investment apply to the governmental side

of the picture concurrently with the industrial side. Capital investment,

perhaps, is not quite as obvious to some as it is to t vernment career

people. The taxpayers and the Legislative and Executive Branch of the

government serve as the counter part of the stockholders and Board of

Directors on matters pertaining to fisc 1 expenditures and financial

management, bay advent into automation for governmental agenoies must

first bo thoroughly planned, completely justified and eartedly

approved "by the agencies top management (Secretaries office), b3 cutive

Branch (Bureau of the Budget), and the Legislative Branch (Congress).

This ch-.pter will concern itself only with examples of automation in

government with no further amplifications on problems and methods.

The Census Bureau is now using two mechanical brains, Univacs,

for various studies, in late 1955 the midlines were given the job of

figuring out what business looked like in 1954, The job was done in

three weeks. This would formerly have taken 200 to 300 employees using

adding machines and other mechanical computers ."^

'^Washington Post 8 rime ild. Dot* 19, 1955, p« ..- ! .
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hurrioai >r station that can be parachuted

int hurric ~.'.
i 1 and direction,

barometric pressure, iperature Is fc developed

jointly by the Bureau of Standards and the Navy* It is expected that it

will be giver a full scale t during t] rricane season. It

has a range of 50 ; miles and can be used to monitor hurricane breeding

grounds aa well as ro report weather from inaccessible water areas.

Coded reports are sent every two hours and can be picked up bj any shore

or ship receivers within its range*®"

SAGE which is "semiautomatic ground environment" has introduced

automation into our countries defense against sudden aerial attack.

: <-e if an electronic brain capable not only of supplying instantly

accurate details as to the strength, nature, direction, speed and alti-

tude of an ap reaching ir fleet, but of organizing and directing

our counter attack, By shing a button, the human director can put in

•motion a concentrated interception strike, with the automation device

actually steering the piloted planes and unpiloted missiles to the correct

point. Pilots just ^o along for the ride, of course, they can launch

their air-to-air missiles against enemy aircraft if they choose, other-

wise Sage will do the firing for them. 81

roeket*firing electromechanical braa I has been J ere loped for

the it Bureau of Ordnance to direct the distruction of ;r md»troop

concentrations ashore from ! .card installation.®*

jj Ibid., Jan. 27, 1956, p. 56.

-
. shirigton Evening Stjr , Jan. 23, 1956, p. a- .

ry Times, Feb. 4, 1956, p. 40.
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The Army unveiled the "Missile Master" in -arch of 1956,

explaining that it was a completely electronic control system with

a "robot brain" that will control the direction of the NIKE defenses

of the Washington-Baltimore area. The manually-operated centers will

be closed and a complex mass of radar screens, IBM machines, stock-

market-like electric "tote" boards and mysterious mechanical memory

boxes will take charge # The Missile master is an electronic brain that

detects enemy aircraft and missiles, and controls and coordinates the

fire of Jjnnj missile batteries against such enemies. 83 The Treasury

Department and the General Accounting Office are installing s ix electronic

machines to process government checks. The high speed machines will keep

track of 350 million checks per year by processing and reconciling them

after they are paid, Qnder this system when a check is issued, essential

facts will be fed into the machine, then when the check is sent to the

Treasury for payment it will go through the machine and will either be

verified or thrown out as incorrect. They can handle 1/ , checks

a da; ,
84

Top Government agencies are readying a study of SAGE as a possible

solution to the Nations crowded air lanes. Sage, applied to civil air

traffic, could possibly remove the inevitable la-'; in aircraft communi-

cations between control tower and plane, would be able to space aire rift

avoid mid-air collisions and eliminate the danger and congestion of bad

weather flying. It is believed that Sage could be used by civil aviation

83 'ashington Post 4 Times Herald, iiar, 24, 1956, p, 22«

84Ibid., Oct. 15, 1955, p, 16,
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to help sort ou- ly distribute the complex and ; air-

craft picture on civil air lanes,

'he 3 converted 85 per oent of all the c. pu*

tations involved in processing the departmental
,
loyae payroll

to a medium b - - aehine* The system enabled

employees to be paid two days r at no additional co , J study is

currently be »onduoted with the ad

ve record-keeping into an integrated da . mid

eliminate manual Log to leave reoord-eards md provide our: a

aeourate inf ,on for leave 3 purposes* Many

r suoh utilisations are planned in the future, kip Yards

at Puget Sound and Portsmouth are also installis lium size machines*

At Puget '
: •

- for payrolls, foree distribution reports,

distribution, production control and scheduling

and scientific computations, \t Portsmouth • d for payroll

and othei i sccount: ork»S6

Captain J. B. Rawlings, Comptroller., Puget Sound Naval Shipyard

speaking on the installing of the machine at Puget s

". • .1 should like to state is is not our contention that the
M 650 is the only electronic data processing mac 3 is

'' will satis-
faetorily handle see ntlng iroblems of , nor do :

claim that it is a fine] answer to the bota] Job of data processing in
a Shipyard* ' e so stated in our original jui fcifieation of this equi -

ment to the >i kips, "e do feel, however, that cur original
selection of this eo was the only proper one it : Lme and
that our sueeessful completion of every best to data has proven t

feasibility of using this equipment,
'

r
- exp ot bo s v lough from

tha pay-roll timekeeping and bend account ly for
.' be maohine, lieations

will be clear profit,"^

ashing bon Sunday Star , Feb, 5, 1956, A.-1,

in Comptroller r, Lpril,
, . •

1 address b itain J. > rated at the Bureau of Shi

Comptrollership ', •: Francisco, California, War* 1 , 1956.
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Where did they got In 1940 there were 8,883,324 fs rmers. Today only

6,505,000. Farm help of i different sort hi bhelr place. r otors

that save* two billion man-hours | mechanical he

work of fort:*- »»»j g per oent make up part

of the millions of machines that help todc farmers produce 40 per

cent more cr 30 million more Americans* Today's farmer is the

most mechanized farmer in the v/orld.88

In the last ten years fans productivity has on

forty and fifty per cent, or roughly, mora than twice as rapidly as

productivity is bhe factory. We have heard of autoroatj story,

but where it has really changed t) b situate is "'down on

the farm. "89

Since 1940 the number of tractors on Ut » farms has tripled to

four and one-half million; combines have increased 400 par cent to

950,000j corn pickers up 500 per cent to 640,000; harvesters 100 p at

to 170,000; hay balers 100 per cent to 3"-3,0Q0j and mi I'd nea from

88The Saturday /yening Post , Mar. 24, 1956 , p. 10J ,

89"Wanted: Ten New Jobs every Minute," Duns Reri -odern
Industry, "?ebruary, 1956, p* 43.

~"





212,000 to 800,000. Farmers had invested 3.2 billion in machines in

1940 whereas in mid 1955 the investment reached $18*7 billion with

millions being added each month. Twenty years ago a U, S. farmer raised

enough to feed himself and ten others, now, with the aid of farm automation

he is a.)le to feed seventeen others, in spite of the fact that ovor two

million have left the farm scene,-^

Che only reasrn for describing the farm situation in this con-

cluding chapter on Automation is to vividly stress the point that auto-

ion is and /ill bring about changes in our day to day living, in the

way we do things, and in the economy as a whole. Automation will bring

about tremendous changes in our business and manufacturing practices,

just as the development of mechanical devices to assist bhe farmer

brought about | and is still bringing about, enormous changes in many

phases of agriculture. The increase in the efficiency of the farmers

means we can now employ more people in the production phase of industry.

In the early 1800 's about 75 per cent of our working population were

employed on farms. Ve no.v have only about 10 per cent of the working

population on farms— its not too difficult to vision the predicament we

would find ourselves in had it not been for automation on the farm.

•e are somewhat near the limit of both productivity and precision

obtainable with manually operated machines, in order to provide the neces-

sary increase in output (for a population of 220 million by 1975) and the

closer tolo.'ances which articles of the future will demand, it seems im-

perative that the breakthrough to automation occurs as expeditiously as

90Time, ^lug. 4, 1955, p. (55«
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possible. TV. faster we can do so, the more rapidly we will reach our ob-

jectives* \b a ion continues, we can expect, to witness addition .

evidence of a process which is characteristic? of all highly productive

economies, a in the demand for services and in the amount of

people engaged service industries seonemy becomes more pro-

ductive, t ; :e~e movement of from the lrduous tasks toward

the process ttion, and service inaus - I

is more l just machines, however complex. It is more

ion calls for . «iaation.

of r designed to fit needs

of ess. Labor, »ment, and government mast work bo . bo make

certain tl i will be a stabllis >d not burbing element

in our national aeenomy,

Tv. , V, ft.stlnj Directoti National Bureau oi sums up

the -1' pi ture of au ion fairly well with these words.

nation is not new. It is the natural outgrowth of scientific
research and development in the field oi ion« It is new only
In the ' rec.nt advances in the field of electronics and com-

ae be applied to mechanisation, previous
ligation have helped to further ti sivilisation and

to se our productive capacity, so romisea of
ever- great* ' bs.

' : use of high speed capabilities of oloccronio data-
rs« - ; ' bo serve

society in • /s. They will be effective tools for increasing
:• - * id for product!' - itrol, L lieve considerably

ive - and processing problems o L the Nation's bus-
L be high -he efficient

at organizations, such as Gcm »ies« They
offer to science and engineer.; ol 1 >r aking scien-
tific problems which were hitherto impossible oecause of the Is igth of

me required for so] i« • . .
:

>.s we , ad more
complex. Continued is ch helps us to co >e with "chis complexity."-

3, op, oit,, , 104* , .
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